
Bnhhh 2250killer, Everton hills 

‘The Killer awoke before dawn. 

He put his boots on. 

He took the chalk 

from the ancient gallery and he walked on down the hill…..’ The Doors © 1966 
Thus began Killer’s Everton Hills odyssey. Just under 7km of a rather unsubtle diet of roller coaster hills 
(see attachment), a few regroups and a plethora of remarked trail following yesterday arvo’s deluge. 
With 2.5 runners (Nokia gave up after a while), the regroups were appreciated but pointless, but a warm 
evening made for an enjoyable canter/ trot/ limp/ hobble. We were welcomes back to the vast expanse 
of Killer’s new pristine kitchen, with clearly enough bench space for the boiled beef, cabbage, mash and 
peas so that we were not nutritionally disappointed, though there was some commentary about parsley 
in the potatoes (Im not sure some hashers like green stuff!). Anyway, thanks Killer, literally a killer of a 
run. On On SC 
  
  
Run reporter- Ned 2/10 
Overproof- 8/10 
  
Charges 

 Killer, not knowing run number 
 Vampire, Ryvita ignoring the esteemed GMs instruction to ‘taisez-vous’ 

 Sherbet- joining them for a comment about equal opportunities for the elderly 😊 
 Killer - sending runners on an unnecessary, futile, pointless and f****** hilly loop 
 Nokia managing to get her red light back in action 
 Heartstarter doing work for business on a Monday night instead of coming to hash- manfully 

accepted by Overproof 
 Rabbi- sending raw liver home to Sandgate to get the plates he had forgotten to bring 

  
Awards 
Grub shirt- Vampire, cunningly drenched in the bodily exudate of Jake prior to being handed over. Eugh! 
  
  
Announcements 

 Fill in the hareline ya bastards! 

 Mental Awareness Foundation 8km walk for awareness 10 October from the park Under the 
Storey Bridge see www.walkforawareness.com.au 

 Something about Christmas Run- see jake 

Jokes 

http://www.walkforawareness.com.au/


Dog reprised a story about hygiene and using tongs. Quite amusing but then we had to use the same 
tongs for the mash. Not so amusing! 

 


